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SCOTT WIEMELS  
CEO & Founder of 24G 

MARSHALL BICE
Director of Creative & Brand Experiences

The Detroit Auto Show has been a yearly occurrence since 1907, with a more international flavor for 
more than 25 years as the North American International Auto Show (NAIAS).

24G was initially established off the desire to create seamless digital interactivity in a live space. 
Our owners saw a space where manufacturers were spending tens of millions of dollars, the digital 
interactivity was often a secondary concern and it held back creativity due to the uncertainty of 
breakthrough technology that couldn’t miss a delivery date. 24G stepped in to fill this void and allow 
creativity to flourish and provide brands and their agencies the confidence that they needed in order 
to get things done on time and in budget. 

The purpose of this document is to report on the technology used at the 2018 NAIAS. What worked. 
What didn’t. And why.

As The Digital Experience Agency, it is our mission to promote the effective usage of technology and 
to give our brands and their agencies a partner they can trust to get the job done.

F O R E W O R D

SCOTT SUSALLA 
Director of Strategic Development 4



I N T R O D U C T I O N

On Tuesday, January 23, 2018, a team of seven 24G employees conducted 
a thorough analysis of all the digital interactions done throughout the 
2018 North American International Auto Show (NAIAS). For those of 
us who have worked on live events for decades, it was an opportunity to 
evaluate one of the most dynamic experiences of consumer-facing digital 
experiences in one location. That it happens in our own backyard makes 
it simpler and more cost-effective. Though our team worked on several 
of the activations throughout the GM experience we tried to couch our 
perspective with a clinical analysis of the experiences. During the course 
of the days’ evaluation, we recorded more than 60 digital instances of 
customer touchpoints. These ranged from cutting-edge simulators, to 
social interactions using the latest sharing tools, to simple touchscreens.  
We've broken the analysis portion of this deck into the following areas:
• Executive Summary
• Methodology
• Notable Experiences and Activations
• Other Activations
• Appendices
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

Best of 2018

6

MOST MEMORABLE: Ford Bullitt Video

BEST SHAREABLE: Cadillac Carpool Karaoke

BEST USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA: Chevy Design Studio/Snapchat Scavenger Hunt/ Chevy Candid Moments/Chevy Trading Cards 

BEST VR EXPERIENCE: Ford Future Mobility VR Experience

BEST SIMULATOR: Toyota Connected Car

BEST GIVEAWAY: Hyundai BLE Key Fob/Nissan Google Cardboard
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Key Findings

VIRTUAL REALITY AND SIMULATORS
Virtual Reality was in full force at the event and so were simulators. Even automotive suppliers such as Denso had a VR simulator. These experiences 
generally create lines, which in this case isn’t necessarily wrong, as it builds interest in the attendees and recognition that a wait signifies a "worth it” 
activation. The challenge for all of these manufacturers is to provide content or a passive experience while they wait in line. In almost every case with long 
lines, there was nothing for the audience to experience while they spent 10-60 minutes waiting for their turn at the main experience. This is particularly 
glaring for VR experiences where the audience is stuck watching people sitting in a seat and wearing goggles—not an interesting experience

SHAREABLE CONTENT
In general, all automakers, with the exception of GM brands Chevy and Cadillac, did a poor job of providing shareable experiences. Again, it is 24G’s 
benchmark to provide shareable experiences as it increases brand exposure from the Auto Show attendees. Since Experiential is an expensive component 
to Brand’s digital spends, the fact that shareables increase exposure by up to 23x per exposure reduces the per cost spend versus non-shareable 
activations.

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

BRAND AMBASSADORS
Though not strictly digital interactions, the human interactions are also a consideration as they are the ones explaining the content, the relationship with 
the interactivity, and the “why” of the experience. In general, the Brand Ambassadors throughout the Auto Shows were friendly and accommodating. But 
most treated the people as chattel. They have, most likely, been through training and create work relationships with their co-brand ambassadors, so they 
smile and say the proper thing when necessary. However, we observed that they talk to each other like the crowd is invisible. Eye contact is poor. And they 
rarely understand what the reason is that a specific digital interaction is in place to showcase a greater Brand relationship.
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The sole purpose of our team was to create a metric 
analysis of all of the activations at the 2018 NAIAS, 
as well as provide some empirical analysis of the more 
notable experiences. Our team used digital records to 
note all technology at the event and record other users as 
they interacted with the presented technologies as well. 
To remain unbiased, all data recorded was empirical and 
consisted of both timed and description data. Data was 
recorded via submission form with very specific questions 
to obtain as much information as possible. All times were 
rounded to the nearest minute. Line times are based on 
January 23rd’s afternoon attendance and may be longer 
dependent the day. After the event, our team organized 
and analyzed the data. 

To the right is an explanation of how the interactive 
categories were operationalized:

1 / hour 10 / hour 30 / hour 100 / hour

2 / hour 15 / hour 60 / hour 100+ / hour

5 / hour 20 / hour 80 / hour

Throughput was calculated to the nearest increment as follows:

We define sharables as any item, physical or digital, that a user of the technology 
could take away with them from the event. Interactives are listed in no particular 
order in Appendix A.

M E T H O D O L O G Y
INFO DISPLAY General brand or vehicle information display. Usually consisted 

of minimal interactivity.

AUGMENTED REALITY 
EXPERIENCE

Technology experiences that incorporated visual displays to 
adjust or add to reality.

VIRTUAL REALITY 
EXPERIENCE

Technology experiences that completely controlled the users 
vision with no view of current reality. Most used VR headsets.

SIMULATOR EXPERIENCE Technology experiences that had simulations of vehicles to 
create the experience.

DIGITAL INTERACTIVE 
EXPERIENCE

Technology experiences that focused solely on a digital display 
component.

PHYSICAL INTERACTIVE 
EXPERIENCE

Technology experiences that focused solely on a physical 
interaction component.

SEMI-DIGITAL INTERACTIVE 
EXPERIENCE

Technology experiences that used both a digital and physical 
component.

Interactive Types

SMALL Display/Interactive is smaller than a person and usually only 
allows one user at a single time.

MEDIUM Display/Interactive is around the height of a person and usually 
allows only one to two users at a single time.

LARGE Display/Interactive occupies large amount of space and can 
accommodate a few people.

EXTRA LARGE Display/Interactive occupies a very large amount of space and 
can accommodate many users.

Interactive Sizes
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N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S

Ford “Bullitt” Trailer

2018 is the 50th Anniversary of the Bullitt movie.  To commemorate this, Ford created a shareable video based on 
four different stations that captured the attendees images and infused them into their own personal movie trailer with 
poster. The Main Trailer Video was shown on 2 Jumbo Screens within Ford's Display. The Bullitt theme was a great story 
that allowed customers to actually get in the 2019 Bullitt Mustang and be part of the movie's classic car chase play 
in the parking structure.  Taking the classic chase styling and putting a contemporary twist on the Parking Lot Video 
scenario. 
 
Good #1: Got exposure through local press coverage in highlights as something to see at the auto show. 

Good #2: The shareable was the coolest shareable of any at the auto show.

Bad #1: The experience itself required 4 full-time Brand Ambassadors to be working the site, a 25x50-foot floor 
space and a throughput of 4 people every 8-10 minutes. That equates to approximately 25-30 people through the 
experience in an hour and if there are 50 people in line on a weekend, their wait time is longer than an hour.  

Bad #2: The real miss is that even though they capture email and give you a swipe card as a registration tool, the 
delivery mechanisms are email links to your video and posters. There’s no way for Ford to track the amount of 
exposures through Facebook or Instagram. They actually asked the consumers to hashtag their shares in a way  
to try to generate some trackable.

Bad #3: Cost per impression. Our estimate (see Appendix 3) points that on a conservative basis this cost roughly  
$250 per person to participate in this experience. It could be far more than this.

MOST
MEMORABLE
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N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S

Chevy Created a 4D experience that took the attendees through all their 
new vehicles that Chevy had on display. Attendees were taken on a ride 
in moveable seats that turned when the driver turned and gave the feeling 
that attendees were on the track with the windows opened blowing air 
through the attendees hair. 

Good #1: Attendees love 3D and if you were a Chevy enthusiast you were 
very pleased.

Good #2: If an attendee has never experienced a true track ride before, this 
felt extremely realistic. 

Bad #1: Really long lines as well as nothing to do while standing there for 45 
minutes for a 6 min experience with no takeaway or shareable.

Bad #2: The haptic seats made some people feel nauseous.

Chevy Virtual Dynamics Lab - 4D Experience

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S

Building on the excitement of James Corden’s Carpool Karaoke 
segment on The Late Late Show, the activation gives consumers a 
chance to go into a recording booth and get a green screen video 
experience of themselves singing Carpool Karaoke songs. 

Good #1: This activation probably drew the biggest smiles as singing is 
such a positive experience and is a fun activity.

Good #2: The activation created great shareables that were 
immediately uploaded to consumers' Facebook, Instagram and Twitter 
feeds.
  
Bad #1: The interested audience, as well as the songs themselves, 
were definitely younger (which isn’t a bad thing for Cadillac) but there 
is nothing for older audiences who aren’t into current pop songs.

Cadillac Carpool Karaoke

BEST
SHAREABLE
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N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S

For the robot experience, consumers can use a controller to maneuver a robot through an obstacle course. 
Throughout the course, they capture images and get a stitched video of the experience to share. For the card 
activation, they get a picture in front of a green screen of themselves with props and the attire of local sports teams. 
It was also used as a photo op with a Red Wing player to draw more people into the booth.

Good #1: To get the video or printed baseball card, attendees must post it to their social media sites. If they don’t 
post, they don’t get the printed card.

Good #2: Helped reinforce autonomous vehicles with the robot experience.

Bad #1: Very little branding and discussion as to the “why” this experience was there. The robots could use clear 
vehicle bodies over the top to show how it relates to actual future cars/trucks/SUVs.

Chevy Robot/Baseball Card Shareables

BEST
USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
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These two activations were elevated above the audience to draw attention and both had significant lines to go through 
the separate simulations. The Ranger simulator was a timed experience for a driver/passenger to maneuver a steering 
wheel/cockpit-style seat buck configuration through a 2-minute animated course. The VR simulator used a rig with 4 
people in VR goggles seeing an animated course and future content.

Good #1: Elevated experiences draw people into a booth as they want to see them and see if they can participate. Even 
though there are lines, the “clock tower” effect gives people a place to congregate and recognize, “I’ll meet you at the 
Ford VR thing.”

Good #2: The real strength of simulators (and VR simulators) is that they are a fun experience. You get to do 
something you couldn’t do at home and it’s a big part of the draw to come to an auto show and to the booths that use 
these specifically. 

Good #3: The platform moved with the VR simulation and gave you a sense of flying through the air.

Bad #1: The Ranger experience was 2-minutes with an additional 2-minutes to get acclimated. As it was designed for 
a single driver, that means throughput for the experience is 15 per hour. And with an overall attendance of 750,000+ 
over the course of 8 public days that’s a brutal percentage of participants.

Bad #2: Poor/negligible shareables. The VR experience did not have a shareable and the Ranger took a picture of you 
driving but you didn't know when the picture would be taken, nor was it at a significant moment so the photo wasn't 
memorable at all.

Ford Ranger/Future Mobility VR Simulators

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S BEST
VR EXPERIENCE
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Simulated drive on a chosen street (one of the pre-set choices the attendee makes) using a connected car that 
showcases technology and future connectedness. The car was a 5-seater with large monitors forming a 135-degree 
array in front/to the side of the vehicle. The activation used actual city street footage that was beautifully shot so the 
presentation was very good. The main user (one in the group) made a series of choices on a kiosk for favorite foods, 
locations and music choices and these were used to create the voice-interaction as you went through the drive.

Good #1: Great visual presentation.

Good #2: Friendly brand ambassadors.

Bad #1: Not a great setup explaining what the presentation was supposed to accomplish. Is this something available 
now? Is it coming soon? Just kind of there. 

Bad #2: Nothing shareable. Why not create a short GIF of the “Alexa” style voice in the car speaking to you and 
sharing something you just entered into an iPad?

Toyota Connected Car

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S BEST
SIMULATOR
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Two people use a kiosk to register and then sit in actual Dodge Challengers 
for a drag race experience. Three races on a simulated track while the car is 
on hydraulics to simulate lift during acceleration. No product integration or 
in-line presentation. Total activation about 5 minutes for two people.

Good #1: Simulators were fun.

Bad #1: Nothing other than fun. No social tracking or any kind of 
Experiential at the entire FCA display other than this simulator. 

Chevy had two additional social media activations of note. A “Candid 
moments” activation used professional photographers capturing photos 
from attendees. They could go up to the kiosk and search for their photo 
and share it instantly. Recent photos were posted to a huge mosaic 
monitor showing a Chevy bowtie. The other experience was a Snapchat 
activation where people used their mobile phones to snap the codes placed 
throughout the GM experience.

Good #1: People love seeing their photo on a large screen and the ability to 
share it immediately was key.

Good #2:  Only use in the entire NAIAS of Snapchat. Maybe first ever for 
this type of experience.

Bad #1: Some people didn’t understand how their pictures made it to the 
big screen or didn’t realize they could search for their picture using a kiosk.

FCA Challenger Drag Race
Chevy Snapchat/ 
Chevy Candid Camera

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S BEST
USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

Bad #2: Snapchat still a millennial-
focused activation although some 
Boomers were seen downloading the 
app so they could participate.
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Guided walk-through that teaches the user about Honda’s new vehicles through AR glasses. Walks attendees around and inside the vehicle to see all aspects 
of a new model. The Honda AR activation was setup within a circular area with 3 to 4 attendants working the activation. Guests waited in line for a short time 
(2-3 minutes), then put on glasses that felt awkward. The attendants helped to fasten them to your head. Guests then moved from spot to spot which was not 
marked physically but was all described within the glasses. The entire event was centered around a new model and the process gave you information on current 
goals of Honda while also teaching about the car. The whole process probably should have taken 5 minutes, but the program was clunky and did not work 
properly so the users were often confused. 

Good #1: Exciting new technology put on display in public area as people move with the glasses. Shows off the advances of the company.

Good #2: The activation took you inside the physical car and then tried to show graphics on the windshield.

Bad #1: Although there were 4-5 headsets, only 2 were working properly at the time. The brand team did not know enough about the technology to resolve 
issues. 

Bad #2: Even worse than failing technology, the workers would laugh when people couldn’t figure things out which made it uncomfortable and made the users 
feel they looked stupid as well. Many people left before the experience was complete.

Honda AR Experience

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S
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This uses a bracelet to register the user and track through 2 different experiences – the more interesting being an Air Cannon – set up like a carnival style shooting 
game. After checking in with the bracelet, a picture of the attendee is captured (there is a timer on the screen so attendee can see when to time the reaction). The 
attendee chooses 3 options (place, vehicle, character) and once the selections are made, a timer will give 5 seconds to aim at the screen for the actual game. After 
5 seconds, a picture appears and remains there until the next person shoots.
 
Good #1: Ease of use. Clear directions.

Good #2: Timed selfie. The selfie made it fun and a little more interactive. You could stand there watching people and see the selfie they took with it.

Good #3: When completing the two activities (the other was the AR Experience), you scanned your bracelet and got a branded fidget spinner.

Bad #1: The selfie isn’t shared. Yes, really. You eventually receive an email about Honda and the drawing you were entered into. But not the selfie that was taken.

Bad #2: The game play was very short. And it was difficult to control. Must have been much harder for children as height was an issue in the setup.

Bad #3: This is an Auto Show. What does a carnival water pistol game have to do with Honda?

Bad #4: The bracelet allowed tracking but only to 2 different elements. Overall, this seems like an application an Exhibit House sold based on trade shows because 
it was existing technology they could sell but not super appropriate for this environment.

Honda Air Cannon

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S
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This was a VR headset with physical controls (steering wheel, pedals) for 
one setup. After signing up with a brand ambassador, the attendees were 
given the chance to design their own race car: pick the body, detail, and 
rim colors. Once those are chosen the attendee put on VR Goggles to 
drive through a short track using a physical steering wheel and pedals. It 
was a standard VR set (the goggles with the Velcro straps around the top 
and sides). It was only one at a time, which made the wait terrible. There 
was a monitor so other people could see.

Good #1: Having a physical steering wheel and pedals helped indulge in the 
VR experience much better than a goggles-only experience.

Bad #1: Unlike at the Ford VR where they wiped the headset down after 
each use, they did not here. 

Bad #2: There was no purpose to the racing. There was no timer, no other 
vehicles on the track, and no one else doing it at the same time. 

Bad #3: The monitor placement wasn’t easy for people in line to see and 
there was no correlative product “benefits” to the people in line or during 
the experience.

This used an existing vehicle to create a limited simulator. You sit in the Kia 
Stinger while watching a video on three projection screens surrounding the 
car that simulated a trip in the car. There was an audio track playing that 
had the sound of the engine and the voices of the designers talking about 
the vehicle. 

Good #1: Sitting in the Kia Stinger.

Good #2:  The designers of the car were playing on an audio track.

Bad #1: The simulation only partially worked. There was a thudding that was 
going on during the simulation like something was broken. 

Bad #2: There were no takeaways besides what was available to anyone 
walking by.

Acura Design Race Lab VR Kia Stinger Riding Simulator

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S
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There were at least two AR/VR headsets that allowed you to use your pointer to focus on a circle which after a few seconds, selected the circle you focused on and 
played an AR simulation showcasing a feature of a car they had. Afterwards you were given a free cardboard VR for your phone to test with their app.

Good #1: The AR experience had a good product experience and the presentation was well done.

Good #2: Everyone received a branded Google Cardboard VR box to use with their own phone after the event.

Bad #1: The headset was a bit clunky and audio was poor.

Bad #2: Their system’s app malfunctioned consistently. 

Nissan AR Experience

N OTA B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  A N D  A C T I VAT I O N S
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L E A R N  M O R E  A N D  C O N TA C T  U S
To learn more about how 24G can help make your brand more digital, you can contact:

info@24g.com



A P P E N D I X  A :
Technology Report
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D A I M L E R  A G

Maybach
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through a 
non-interactive digital display.

Mercedes-AMG
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

Mercedes-Benz
Interactive 1 
Type: Virtual Reality Experience
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 4 minutes
Average line wait time: 1 minute
Approximate throughput: 15 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Virtual car ride experience. 
Users put on glasses and were able to 
choose routes and some seat settings.
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F I AT  C H R Y S L E R  A U TO M O B I L E S

Alfa Romeo 
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

Interactive 2 
Type: Info Display
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Brand information display. Users 
could learn more about the brand through a 
non-interactive digital display wall.

Dodge
Interactive 1 
Type: Simulator Experience
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 4 minutes
Average line wait time: 35 minutes
Approximate throughput: 15 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Two Challengers set side by side 
for a drag race. Using steering wheel paddles 
you shifted and had 3 5-second drag races vs. 
the person in the next car.

SEE IT IN ACTION
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Ford
Interactive 1
Type: Physical Experience
Size: Extra Large
Average interaction duration: 12 minutes
Average line wait time: 24 minutes
Approximate throughput: 10 /hour
Sharables: Video and poster sent to email
Description: Bullitt movie trailer. Brand 
ambassadors navigate users through an 
interactive experience where they create the 
content for their own video trailer. Users take 
pictures, sit in car seats, and a Mustang model 
to capture footage for their custom movie 
trailer.

F O R D

FINISHED PRODUCT

VR EXPERIENCE

FORD "BULLITT"

Interactive 2 
Type: Virtual Reality Experience
Size: Extra Large
Average interaction duration: 7 minutes
Average line wait time: 30 minutes
Approximate throughput: 100 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Virtual car ride experience. 
Users sit in car seats with VR headsets 
and experience a ride in a new vehicle. 
The seats move according in-sync with 
car ride experience.
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F O R D

Ford
Interactive 3
Type: Virtual Reality Experience
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 100+ /hour
Sharables: None
Description: VR race drive experience. Users 
place themselves in a 360 camera on a looping 
race track video.

Interactive 4
Type: Simulator Experience
Size: Extra Large
Average interaction duration: 3 minutes
Average line wait time: 48 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: Picture sent to email
Description: Off road driving simulator. Users 
drive on an off-road race track in a moving 
simulator. There are three screens in front of 
the drive to act as the vehicles windshield view.

Lincoln
None

F O R D

SEE IT IN ACTION
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G E N E R A L  M OTO R S

Buick 
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 80 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Digital OnStar touch screen. 
Users can learn more about OnStar features 
by touching designated info points.

Cadillac
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Digital OnStar touch screen 
and quiz. Users can learn more about OnStar 
features by playing a short quiz and touching a 
screen to learn more.

Cadillac
Interactive 2 
Type: Semi-Digital Interactive 
Experience
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 3 minutes
Average line wait time: 15 minutes
Approximate throughput: 20 /hour
Sharables: Email of video of experience
Description: Green screen karaoke 
commercial. Users select a song they 
would like to sing, then they perform 
the song for ~1 minute. After, they can 
send themselves the video via email. 
Their experience is also displayed on a TV 
above the karaoke booth for others to 
see.

SEE IT IN ACTION
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Chevrolet 
Interactive 1 
Type:  Digital Interactive Experience
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 7 minutes
Average line wait time: 5 minutes
Approximate throughput: 80 /hour
Sharables: Twitter, Facebook, email, and text 
message links
Description: Digital car sketching interactive. 
Users trace a vehicle model and then receive a 
sharable GIF of them drawing the sketch.

Interactive 2 
Type: Semi-Digital Interactive Experience
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute (approx. 
15 minutes for complete hunt)
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 100+ /hour
Sharables: Physical photo takeaway
Description: Snapchat scavenger hunt. Users 
explore around Chevrolet booth for Snapchat 
clues. Once a user has found all five clues, 
they can go to print station to redeem prize.

Interactive 3
Type: Digital Interactive Experience
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 80 /hour
Sharables: Physical photo takeaway
Description: Digital touchscreen. Brand 
ambassadors walk around and take photos 
of users interacting with interactives. Users 
can view photos taken at the Chevy booth via 
digital display and have their photo printed off 
as takeaway.

G E N E R A L  M OTO R S

SKETCH

DIGITAL INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE

SNAPCHAT

CHEVROLET
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Chevrolet
Interactive 4 
Type: Virtual Reality Experience
Size: Extra Large
Number of participants at one time: 16
Average interaction duration: 8-10 min
Average line wait time: 30 - 45 minutes
Approximate throughput: 80-90 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Virtual car ride experience. 
Users sit in car seats with VR headsets and 
experience a ride in a new vehicle.

Interactive 5 
Type: Semi-Digital Interactive Experience
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 3 minutes
Average line wait time: 2 minutes
Approximate throughput: 20 /hour
Sharables: Physical Trading Card takeaways 
and text message of photo
Description: Green screen photo shoot. Users 
select a vehicle to pose in front of. Then users 
dress up in Detroit team’s gear and take a 
picture. Brand ambassadors then print off 
trading cards for the users to take with them.

Interactive 6
Type: Physical Interactive
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: Video sent to email
Description: Special tire car racing. Users 
operated a remote-controlled car and raced 
it through a maze. Fastest times were posted 
on a leaderboard. Users were assisted by brand 
ambassadors and offered a video link after the 
experience.

GMC
None

G E N E R A L  M OTO R S

SEE IT IN ACTION
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Acura
Interactive 1 
Type: Virtual Reality Experience
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 4 minutes
Average line wait time: 20 minutes
Approximate throughput: 15 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: VR driving experience. Users 
drove a vehicle using a physical steering 
wheel and pedal. The steering wheel had some 
various colored buttons that were used when 
customizing the car.

H O N D A

Honda
Interactive 1 
Type: Digital Interactive
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 2 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Digital band sign up board. Users 
signed up and synced their armband to demo 
the interactives at the Honda booth. This was 
the starting point for all interactives.
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Honda
Interactive 2
Type: Semi-Digital Interactive Experience
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 2 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Air cannon shooting. Users shot 
air cannons at a digital board. They marked 
using the interactive with their arm band.

Interactive 3 
Type: Info Display
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 5 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Digital information screen. 
Users learned more about vehicles and view 
differences between eco-friendly and non-
eco-friendly.

Interactive 4 
Type: Semi-Virtual Reality Experience Display
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 6 minutes
Average line wait time: 3 minutes
Sharables: None
Description: Augmented reality. Guided walk 
through that teaches the user about Honda’s 
new vehicles through AR glasses. Walks you 
around and inside the vehicle to see all aspects 
of a new model.

H O N D A
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Genesis
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 5 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Sweepstakes sign up. Users sign 
up for sweepstakes via digital display.

H Y U N D A I

Interactive 2 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Digital car info display. Users can 
learn more about the vehicle through a digital 
display.
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Hyundai
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Sweepstakes sign up. Users 
interacted with a tablet to sign up for 
sweepstakes after being shown the vehicle. 
Users also received various branded items.

Interactive 2 
Type: Semi-Digital Interactive Experience
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: Video sent via email.
Description: Slow-motion touchdown video. 
Brand ambassadors guided users through 
recording their own touchdown video 
experience. Users received video via email.

Interactive 3 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 5 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Sweepstakes sign up. Users sign 
up for sweepstakes via digital display.

H Y U N D A I
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Hyundai
Interactive 4 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

H Y U N D A I

Interactive 5 
Type: Simulator Experience 
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 4 minutes
Average line wait time: 15 minutes
Approximate throughput: 15 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle driving game. Users could 
drive a car on a track in either a moving or non-
moving chair. Physical car pedals and steering 
wheel included.
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H Y U N D A I

Kia
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

Interactive 2 
Type: Info Display
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 100+ /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through a 
non-interactive digital display.

Interactive 3 
Type: Info Display
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 100+ /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Video display board. A video board 
that talks about new Kia features.
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Kia
Interactive 4 
Type: Digital Interactive Experience
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 1 minute
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Game display. Users can play one 
of three games that are themed around “Turbo 
Hamster”.

H Y U N D A I

Interactive 5 
Type: Simulator Experience
Size: Extra Large
Average interaction duration: 3 minutes
Average line wait time: 10 minutes
Approximate throughput: 20 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Stationary car ride. User rides 
in a car that makes sounds while simulating a 
drive through various places. The car remains 
stationary and the images are shown on three 
large screens.
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Subaru
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

S U B A R U

Interactive 2 
Type: Info Display
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 2 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Brand information display. Users 
could learn more about the brand through an 
interactive digital display.
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Toyota
Interactive 1 
Type: Simulator Experience
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 19 minutes
Average line wait time: 4 minutes
Sharables: Digital Photo
Description: Concept vehicle simulator. Users 
sit in a concept vehicle and experience what 
driving might be like in the concept car. Visuals 
are displayed through three different screens.

TOYOTA

SEE IT IN ACTION
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https://email-imagehost.s3.amazonaws.com/24g/naias_report/Toyota.mp4


Infiniti
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

Nissan
Interactive 1 
Type: Augmented Reality Experience
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 4 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Augmented reality information 
tour. Users put on Google Glass-like headset 
and watch informational videos about the new 
features in Nissan’s car.

N I S S A N

Nissan
Interactive 2 
Type: Simulator Experience
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 4 minutes
Average line wait time: 4 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle auto brake test simulator. 
Users played three step game that taught them 
how the new brake system would work.

Interactive 3 
Type: Info Display
Size: Large
Average interaction duration: 3 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Interactive display wall. Users 
dragged, stretched and moved information 
squares to learn about features in Nissan 
vehicles.
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Audi
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

Volkswagen
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Medium
Average interaction duration: 5 minutes
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 30 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Feature Information display. 
Users could learn more about the vehicle 
features through an interactive digital display. 
Display is shaped like a book.

V O L K S WA G E N

Volkswagen
Interactive 2 
Type: Virtual Reality Experience
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 4 minutes
Average line wait time: 5 minutes
Approximate throughput: 15 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
drive through Barcelona in car, passenger 
explaining and walking through features. No 
steering wheel or pedals.

Interactive 3 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 100+ /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information 
display. Users could learn 
more about the vehicle 
through a non-interactive 
digital display.
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O T H E R  B O OT H S

Denso
Interactive 1 
Type: Virtual Reality Experience
Sharables: None
Description: VR video experience. Users 
watch information video on Denso through VR 
headset while seated.

GAC
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Brand information display. Users 
could learn more about the brand through an 
interactive digital display.

Rally Kings
None

Smart
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Size: Small
Average interaction duration: 1 minute
Average line wait time: 0 minutes
Approximate throughput: 60 /hour
Sharables: None
Description: Vehicle information display. Users 
could learn more about the vehicle through an 
interactive digital display.

ZF
Interactive 1 
Type: Info Display
Sharables: None
Description: Interactive feature touch display. 
Users touch player to view animation of how 
various features work.
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A P P E N D I X  B:
Brand to Company Reference Sheet
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Company      Brands

BMW (BAYERISCHE 
MOTOREN WERKE)

BMW
Mini
Rolls-Royce

DAIMLER AG Daimler
Mercedes-Benz

FCA (FIAT CHRYSLER 
AUTOMOBILES)

Fiat
Abarth
Alfa Romeo
Fiat Professional
Lancia
Maserati
Chrysler
Dodge
Jeep
Ram

FORD

Ford
Lincoln
Mercury
Aston Martin

GM (GENERAL MOTORS)

Buick
Cadillac
Chevrolet
GMC
Holden

HONDA Honda
Acura

HYUNDI
Hyundai
Kia
Genesis Motors

MAZDA Mazda

Company      Brands

NISSAN

Nissan
Infiniti
Datsun
Dacia
Mitsubishi

SAAB AUTOMOBILE Saab

SUBARU Subaru

TOYOTA

Toyota
Daihatsu
Hino Motors
Subaru

TATA Jaguar
Land Rover

TESLA Tesla

VOLKSWAGEN

VW
Audi
Bently
Bugatti
Lamborghini
Seat
Skoda
MAN Trucks
Scania AB
Ducati
Porsche

GEELY HOLDING GROUP Volvo

NIPPON DENSO Denso

ZEPPELIN-STIFTUNG ZF
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A P P E N D I X  C :
Ford "Bullitt" Cost Per Impression Estimate
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Editorial Note

This experience shows how Ford views their Experiential marketing. They probably spend the most on the activations but get virtually nothing from extending their 
experiences through the web. This experience was, probably, the most expensive to create for the 2018 NAIAS on a per person basis. 

Bullitt Experience Production Cost Estimate

We estimate that conservatively this cost $1 million to create this experience. The costs could be doubled based on other factors that aren’t obvious.

• 4-5 people manning the experience at all times. With breaks and 8-hour days it could be as many as 8-10 people staffing the experience each day (the most 
for any experience at the show)

• 4 different camera setups that include: vehicle cutaway cars/green screens for footprint
• Approx. 600 sq. ft. of footprint required for the experience (already contained in the cost of the show but a significant dedicated cost and not included in the 

$1 million estimate)
• Custom video on location shoot to create insertable assets (est. is 2 day shoot with stunt drivers and paid actors)
• Programming to compile both the video and poster shares
• Programming for reg and email
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8 minute experience (probably less but estimated at best possible)
x 720 show minutes (12 hours x 60 minutes)

90 per day/minutes
x 4 people at a time

360 people throughput each day
x 14 days

5040 total throughput for the 14-day run

Per person cost estimate (based on $1,000,000 cost)
$1,000,000

/ 5040 total throughput
$198 per person

Per person cost estimate (based on $2,000,000 cost)
$2,000,000

/ 5040 total throughput
$396 per person

And limited tracking of shared content as everything was delivered by email.
Caveat 1: Costs will come down when you amortize the experience as it goes to other shows, but you still need 5 BAs at a minimum every day. 
So show costs are higher than any other experience at the show.

Bullitt Experience Throughput Estimate

Time to complete the experience:      8-9 minutes
Number of people in the experience at one time:    4
Number of days show run (includes press and supplier days):   14
Show hours:         12
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